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Segre. Consider the two quadrics of Moutard belonging to the tan-
ents / and tf at a point of the surface; they intersect in the asymptotic 
tangents and a conic. The limiting position of the plane of this conic 
as /'—>/ is 

z[4/32 - 47V - 2pn<l> + lynS* + W**2 - 4y<t>n*] 

+ 8(ynz + p)n2x - 8(0 + ynz)ny = 0, 

which envelopes the cone of Segre. 
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1. Introduction. In a previous paper [ó]1 the author showed that 
the oriented lineal elements in the euclidean plane can be mapped 
continuously and (1, 1) upon the points of quasi-elliptic2 three-space 
Qz so that the whirl-similitude group of turbine8 transformations in 
the euclidean plane is represented isomorphically upon the group of 
projective automorphisms of Qz. By means of this representation 
proper turbines in the plane are mapped upon those real lines in Qz 
which do not intersect a line i , the real part of the quasi-elliptic 
absolute. It is the purpose of this note to investigate this representa
tion analytically and to extend it so as to yield a (1, 1) continuous 
mapping of the turbines (proper and improper) in the Moebius plane 
upon all the lines in projective Sz. By such means we establish the 
isomorphism between certain groups of projective transformations in 
space on the one hand, and on the other of Kasner's 15-parameter 
group of turbine transformations [7] and some of its important sub
groups, namely the Moebius, Laguerre, and Lie groups of circle trans
formations. 

Other representations of turbines in space are due to Kasner and 
DeCicco [7, 8] and to A. Narasinga Rao [9]. The former use a 

Presented to the Society, February 26,1944; received by the editors April 17,1944. 
1 The numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of this paper. 
2 The term quasi-elliptic space is due to Blaschke [l, 2]. The absolute of this space 

is composed of a pair of conjugate imaginary planes x\+x{ ««O and a pair of conjugate 
imaginary points (1 : ±i:0:0). 

8 The geometry of turbines was initiated by Kasner [7]. An extensive bibliography 
on the subject is to be found in [5]. 
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representation of lineal elements upon the points of 5s, similar to that 
used here; the latter maps turbines in the plane upon the points of 54, 
and shows thereby that Kasner's group and its subgroups are iso
morphic with certain groups of projectivities in SA. Kasner and De-
Cicco do not indicate how their representation would map the groups 
of Moebius, Laguerre, and Lie in S8. 

2. The mapping 2)?. We shall need the following definitions. 
DEFINITIONS. A proper turbine is a series of oo1 oriented lineal ele

ments the points of which lie on a cycle (oriented circle) and the direc
tions of which are inclined at the same angle to the direction of the 
cycle. 

An improper turbine is a series of oo1 oriented parallel lineal ele
ments the points of which lie on a straight line. 

A proper flat field is a set of oo2 lineal elements which lie on the ool 

cycles having a given lineal element (the center of the flat field) in 
common. 

An improper flat field is a set containing all of the oo2 lineal elements 
parallel to a given direction. 

The proper turbines include the point turbines ( = point cycles); 
the improper turbines include the spears ( = oriented lines). 

Let the oriented lineal element e passing through the point xf y in 
the #;y-plane have the direction 0. Let z = v+iy, z~x—iy, Ç~ei6, 
0^Ö<27T. Let the symbol (s, f) represents c; z and f shall be called 
the coordinates of e. In terms of these coordinates a proper turbine 
has an equation [6] of the form 

(2.1) s - / = rf. 

The poirft I is the center of the turbine and \r\ is the length of its 
radius. We shall represent the turbine (2.1) by the symbol [/, r]\ 
/, r shall be called its coordinates. Turbines [/, r] such that r+f « 0 
are cycles, and those such that r = 0 are point turbines. 

A proper flat field having the lineal element (s, a) for its center is 
given by the equation [ô] 

(2.2) z- s= ( ê - S K . 

Let the symbol {s, <r) represent this flat field. Two proper flat fields 
{s, a} and {$', a'} such that <T5*cr' determine a proper turbine [/, r] 
where 

(2.3) / = (s<r' - *V)/(</ - <r), r = (5 - *')/(*' - â). 

Let a point p in S3 have the homogeneous coordinates Xilx^lXziXi. 
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The representation 5DÎ mapping (z, Ç)+sp continuously and (1, 1) is 
given by the equations 

(2.4) z = 2(*i + i*2)/(*4 + i%z)> f = (#4 - i*«)/(*4 + ^s) 

and 

p#l = *(*? + 2), P*2 = 2? ~ Z9 

(2.4*) 
p*3 = 2(f - 1), px* = 2i(l + ?). 

These equations define 3DÎ for all lineal elements in the euclidean plane 
and all points in 5s except those on the line L: #3=#4 = 0. The points 
of any plane u&i~0 such that U2+iui?*Q, that is, a plane that does 
not pass through L, are mapped upon the lineal elements of a proper 
flat field {sy <r} where 

(2.5) s = — 2(uz + iu4)/(u2 + iui), <r = (u% — iu\)/(u% + iui), 

(2. 5*) 
PW3 = — (sa + s), pUi = i(s<r — 5). 

Any plane u that does pass through L is mapped upon an improper 
flat field composed of 002 parallel lineal elements (0, f ) where 

(2.6) f = (uz + iu^)/(uz -z iui). 

Let ô be any line in S3 except L. Let the Plücker axial coordinates of 
Ô be qij^UiVj—ujüi. Let us assume, as we may, that neither of the 
planes u and v passes through L. Evidently g is mapped by SDÎ upon 
a series of <»* lineal elements common to the proper flat fields {s, <r} 
and {s', a') which correspond respectively to u and v. Such a series 
is a proper turbine when <r?*<yf and an improper turbine when a=o,/.4 

Consequently, the proper turbines in the euclidean plane correspond 
(1, 1) to those real lines in Sz which do not intersect L, and the im
proper turbines correspond (1, 1) to the real lines in Sz that do inter
sect L; line L itself so far has no 2)?-image. The correspondence be
tween turbines and lines is given by the equations: 

pgu = 4i(£' — £), 

pgu = - i[(s - OW - (* - *0 + (* + *')*' ~ (* + *0*1. 
«14 « - (* - W - (J - O + (* ~ O * - (*' - *)*'> 

pg84 = — *($$'£' — $$'£), 

p?42 = *[(* - *')™' - (5 - 50 + (s + ?)v - (J + / ) * ' ] , 

PÇ2Z = (5 - $0™' + (I ~ 50 + (S - J0ff + (5 - $0*'-
4 <r~a' if and only if fl intersects £. 
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With the aid of equations (2.3) we find that the proper turbine 
determined by the flat fields {s, <r) and {$', <r'} such that <ry*cr' is a 
cycle when ($~-5')<rcr'=*s--s', and a point turbine when s~s'. If cr = <r' 
the pair of flat fields determines an improper turbine, which, in the 
event that (s — Sf)<r2 = s—s', becomes a spear. From (2.7) we find that 
to the cycles and spears in the euclidean plane correspond (1, 1) all 
but one of the lines of the linear complex 

Jl\ qn — #42 =*= 0; 

the excepted line is L (#i2:513:514:534'242*523 = 0 :0 :0 :1 :0 :0) . To the 
point turbines in the euclidean plane correspond (1, 1) all the lines 
but one, namely L, of the rotationally symmetric elliptic congruence 

£ : qiz - ?42 = 0, qu - 523 = 0, 

which has the lines Xi+ix2—x*—ixi = 0 and #i—ix2=xz+ixt = 0 as di
rectrices. 

To make 3K (1, 1) for all the lines of 5s, we therefore close the eu
clidean plane by adjoining one ideal point turbine at infinity /«, which 
shall serve as the 9ft-image of L. To the point turbines of the closed 
(Moebius) plane there now correspond continuously and (1, 1) the 
lines of <B, and to the cycles and spears of the Moebius plane there 
correspond (1,1) the lines of aA. 

To the improper turbines correspond (1, 1) the lines of the special 
complex 5i2 = 0; this complex has the line L for its directrix. To the 
spears, therefore, correspond (1, 1) the lines of the special congruence 

G' ?is — 542 = 0, qn = 0. 

Let the terms Moebius cycle, Laguerre cycle, and Lie cycle designate 
respectively (1) a cycle with nonzero radius or a spear, (2) any cycle 
except too, (3) any cycle or spear in the Moebius plane. Since the 
Moebius group of circle transformations in the plane, regarded as an 
extended group of contact transformations, transforms point turbines 
into point turbines and Moebius cycles into Moebius cycles, its 5DÎ-
image in 53 is a group of <*>6 collineations that transform the congru
ence <B into itself and also transform the linear complex <tA into itself. 
The large (seven-parameter) Laguerre group in the plane is a group 
of contact transformations that convert spears into spears and La
guerre cycles into Laguerre cycles; consequently, this Laguerre group 
is isomorphic with a group of <*>7 collineations in 5s that leave invari
ant both the special congruence Q and the complex <iA. Lie's 10-pa-
rameter group of contact transformations transforming Lie cycles 
into Lie cycles is isomorphic with the group of <*>10 collineations in Sz 
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that leave c/f invariant. Kasner's 15-parameter group of turbine 
transformations in the plane is isomorphic with the group of pro-
jectivities (collineations and correlations) in 5s. 

Various other representations of the Moebius, Laguerre, and Lie 
groups have been given, for instance in [3, 4]. 
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